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Abstract
This work demonstrates a new scheme to repump strontium, which even might allow, for
the first time, repumping of a Zeeman slower. The aim is to increase the number of atoms
in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) or the flux of cold atoms at the end of the Zeeman
slower. The pump scheme operates on the experimentally unknown transition from 5s4d
to 5s8p. This transition was measured in this work for the first time for all four stable
isotopes of strontium. Moreover, the pump laser could improve the efficiency of a blue
magneto-optical trap by 51 %. Furthermore, pumping of the Zeeman slower was measured
to be inefficient for the present design of the Zeeman slower. The outlook therefore discusses approaches to increase the pumping efficiency for the Zeeman slower. The pump
laser is now incorporated into the atom laser machine.
This thesis is structured into five chapters. The first chapter introduces the relevant properties of strontium and the atom laser experiment, on which the measurements of this
work have been performed. The results are important for the ongoing attempts to create
an atom laser, since the latter requires a high flux of cold atoms.
The second chapter discusses the theoretical modelling of the pump scheme. This includes a simulation to predict the pump effect in the Zeeman slower.
The third chapter describes the methodology to test the pump scheme experimentally.
This encompasses: First, building a master laser that emits light to drive the mentioned
transition. Second, building a cavity and a vacuum system to protect the cavity against
perturbations. Third, the lock of the master laser to the cavity. Fourth, building a distribution system to injection lock a slave laser and to outcouple enhanced light for the
experiments. Fifth, the improvement of the accuracy of the used wavemeter. Sixth, the
description of the measurement setups.
The fourth chapter reflects the spectroscopic results, namely the isotope shifts and the
hyperfine structure for the fermionic isotope 87 Sr. Moreover, the pump effect in the Zeeman slower is analysed. The measurement exhibits a weak signal that confirms a pumping
effect in the Zeeman slower. Last but not least, the performance of the laser as a MOT
repumper is demonstrated: An increase of the atomic flux of 51 % could be achieved.
Approaches to increase the pumping effect in the Zeeman slower are discussed in the
outlook. Furthermore, the outlook considers possible applications of the constructed laser.
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit demonstriert ein neues Pumpschema für Strontium, welches das
Pumpen eines Zeeman slowers erstmalig ermöglichen könnte. Ihr Ziel ist es, die Anzahl
an Atomen in einer magneto-optischen Falle zu erhöhen, sowie den Fluss gekühlter Atome
am Ausgang des Zeeman slowers zu vergrößern. Das Pumpschema umfasst den bisher experimentell nicht beschriebenen Atomübergang von 5s4d nach 5s8p. Der Atomübergang
wurde für die vier stabilen Isotope von Strontium erstmalig vermessen. Der Pumplaser
konnte die Effizienz einer blauen magneto-optischen Falle um 51 % erhöhen. Das Pumpen
des Zeeman slowers erwies sich als nicht effizient für das besprochene Design des Zeeman
slowers. Im Ausblick werden daher Maßnahmen zum effizienten Pumpen eines Zeeman
slowers diskutiert. Der Pumplaser ist nun Bestandteil der Atomlaser-Maschine.
Die Arbeit gliedert sich in fünf Kapitel. Das erste Kapitel leitet in die relevanten Eigenschaften von Strontium, sowie in die Atomlaser-Maschine ein. Die Versuche zu der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden an dieser Maschine durchgeführt. Die Ergebnisse der Versuche
sind für das Atomlaser-Experiment von Bedeutung, da die Realisierung eines Atomlasers
einen großer Fluss kalter Atome voraussetzt.
Das zweite Kapitel diskutiert die theoretische Beschreibung des neuen Pumpschemas.
Dies umfasst eine Simulation zur Vorhersage des Pumpeffekts im Zeeman slower.
Kapitel drei beschreibt die Methodik, um das Rückpump-Schema experimentell zu
testen. Dies beinhaltet: 1. Den Bau eines Masterlasers, der das Licht zum Pumpen
der Atome aus dem 5s4d in den 5s8p Zustand erzeugt. 2. Den Bau eines Resonators und
eines Vakuumsystems, um den Resonator gegen äußere Störungen zu schützen. 3. Die
Frequenzstabilisierung des Masterlasers durch Modenkopplung an den Resonator. 4. Den
Aufbau eines Verteilungssystems, um das frequenzstabilisierte Licht des Masterlasers in
einem Slavelaser zu verstärken und für die Versuche auszukoppeln. 5. Die Verbesserung
der Genauigkeit des verwendeten Frequenzmessgeräts. 6. Die Beschreibung des Versuchsaufbaus zur Durchführung der Experimente.
Das vierte Kapitel gibt die spektroskopischen Ergebnisse des experimentell erstmalig
getriebenen Atomübergangs wider. Die Isotopenverschiebungen der vier stabilen Strontiumisotope werden angegeben, sowie die Hyperfeinstruktur für das fermionische Isotop 87 Sr.
Des Weiteren wird die Messung zum Pumpen des Zeeman slowers diskutiert. Die Messung
zeigt ein schwaches Signal, das ein Pumpen des Zeeman slower widerspiegelt. Schließlich
wird die Verwendbarkeit des Lasers zum Pumpen einer magneto-optischen Falle mit einer
Effizienzsteigerung von 51 % demonstriert.
Im Ausblick werden Ansätze diskutiert, um den Pumpeffekt im Zeeman slowers zu
vergrößern. Außerdem werden Anwendungsmöglichkeiten des gebauten Lasers erörtert.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Cold atom experiments
Physicists developed methods to cool and trap atoms with laser light in the 1970s and
1980s. Since then, they exploit the myriad opportunities of cold atoms using them to
create artificial molecules [1] or superradiant clocks [14]. Many other highly interesting
applications exist.
The present work aims to improve the efficiency in laser cooling of strontium. It concentrates on the repumping of a magneto-optical trap and of a Zeeman slower that are both
incorporated in most of the cold atom experiments nowadays. In the strontium quantum
gas group of Prof. Dr. Florian Schreck, they are employed in the continuous atom laser-,
quantum gas microscope-, RbSr molecule- and iqClock experiment. Pumping of a Zeeman
slower has not been considered so far. A higher efficiency in laser cooling of strontium is
necessary to successfully build an atom laser.

1.2. The alkaline-earth metal strontium
Strontium is an alkaline-earth metal. The atomic number is Z = 38. Strontium has
two valence electrons. The ground state configuration is: [Kr] 5s2 1 S0 . The two valence
electrons align antiparallel in the ground state and give rise to zero total electronic angular momentum. App. A shows the term diagram that encompasses all relevant electronic
states for this work. The data are taken from [20, 27].
Strontium offers two beneficial properties for laser cooling:
1. A strong transition line from 5s2 1 S0 to 5s5p 1 P1 with Γcool = 2π × 30 MHz. The
resonance wavelength is λcool = 461 nm. This transition is appropriate for efficient
laser cooling due to its short spontaneous lifetime τ = 5 ns.
2. A narrow, intercombination line between the singlet 5s2 1 S0 ground state and the
5s5p 3 P1 triplet state with Γred = 2π × 7.5 kHz. Its resonance wavelength is λred =
689 nm. This transition is appropriate for cooling close to quantum degeneracy.
There are four stable isotopes of strontium. The isotopes 88 Sr, 86 Sr and 84 Sr are bosonic.
The isotope 87 Sr is fermionic with a nuclear spin of I = 9/2. Tab. 1.1 summarizes the
relevant properties of the four isotopes. The scattering length ascatt plays an important
role for evaporative cooling.

1
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1. Introduction
Isotope
88 Sr
87 Sr
86 Sr
84 Sr

statistics
bosonic
fermionic
bosonic
bosonic

nuclear spin I
0
9/2
0
0

abundance [%]
82.58
7.00
9.86
0.56

scatt. length ascatt [a0 ]
-1
97
830
124

Table 1.1.: Statistics, nuclear spin, natural abundance and scattering length ascatt of the four
strontium isotopes. The scattering length ascatt is given in unit of the Bohr radius a0 .

The first Bose-Einstein condensate of strontium was reported in [23]. They used the isotope 84 Sr due to its favourable scattering properties. A degenerated, spin-polarized Fermi
sea of the fermionic isotope 87 Sr was created in [25]. Here, the bosonic isotope 84 Sr is
used to sympathetically cool 87 Sr to quantum degeneracy. A historical and more detailed
overview of the element strontium can be found in [22].

1.3. Continuous atom laser
The measurements in the present work are performed on the continuous atom laser machine [3]. A detailed look at the machine is helpful to understand the experiments in this
work, see Fig. 1.1.

Figure 1.1.: The working principle of the atom laser machine.

Strontium is first vaporized at 470 ◦ C in an oven. The hot gas is collimated to a beam
mechanically by a grid of microtubes and optically by the molasses technique. The molasses uses retro-reflected vertical and horizontal laser beams that drive the blue 5s2 1 S0 5s5p 1 P1 transition at 461 nm. Both beams are red detuned by −0.6Γ.
The so collimated beam enters the Zeeman slower. The Zeeman slower follows a spinflip design. Two coils generate two magnetic fields with opposite sign. The second B-field
generates a large negative Zeeman shift at the end of the Zeeman slower. Thus, atoms
that exit the Zeeman slower transit from a region of a large, negative Zeeman shift to a
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region without shift. This prevents atoms to be accelerated back into the Zeeman slower
because atoms suddenly go far out of resonance. The Zeeman slower laser beam is red
detuned from the cooling transition by −424 MHz.
The slowed atoms are subsequently trapped in a two dimensional blue MOT. The MOT
is located 5 cm behind the Zeeman slower. The temperature of the atoms in this MOT is
TblueMOT ≈ 1 mK. Their average velocity is therefore vMOT ≈ 1 ms−1 . The laser beams
of the MOT must have equal intensities because their frequency detuning from the blue
resonance is only −0.8Γ. Unequal intensities of opposite beams would lead to unequal
absorption rates and a destruction of the MOT. The atoms are not trapped in the vertical
direction and fall into a second chamber due to gravity. Two push beams prevent atoms
from escaping upwards.
The second chamber is located 41 cm below the 2D blue MOT. Optical molasses that
drive the narrow, red transition at 689 nm collimate the falling atom beam. A vertical,
intense, red laser beam decelerates the falling atoms. The atoms are then trapped in a
three dimensional red MOT in the bottom of the chamber. The temperature in the red
MOT is TredMOT ≈ 20 µK.
The intense, vertical red MOT beam in the 3D red MOT does not allow for BoseEinstein condensation at this point. For this reason, an intense, horizontal beam with a
wavelength in the infrared creates an elongated optical dipole potential that guides the
atoms out of the MOT region. Atoms are then collected from this dipole potential into a
crossed dipole trap. To create a Bose-Einstein condensate at this stage all laser cooling is
switched off and evaporative cooling takes place: the hottest atoms have enough energy
to leave the dipole trap, the remaining atoms thermalise by collisions among each other to
a lower temperature. During thermalisation, a few atoms are accelerated by elastic collisions, giving them enough energy to evaporate. To drive the evaporation process forward
the trapping potential is slowly reduced, enabling the evaporation of less energetic atoms.
In order for this cooling process to work it is essential that the elastic cooling rate is high
enough. The scattering length ascatt is the crucial parameter for this cooling rate. 88 Sr has
a small scattering length ascatt = −1 a0 (see. tab. 1.1). Collisions are therefore rare and
evaporative cooling is inefficient [23]. 86 Sr has a large scattering length ascatt = 830 a0 .
This leads to a high rate of three-body collisions and makes Bose-Einstein condensation
only possible at low densities, which means that Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) have
relatively few atoms [23]. The isotope 87 Sr is fermionic and therefore forms a degenerated
Fermi gas when cooled to quantum degeneracy. 84 Sr has a favourable scattering length of
ascatt = 124 a0 . It is the isotope of choice to efficiently achieve Bose-Einstein condensation
in the dipole trap. The atom laser machine is designed to eventually enable the creation
of a steady-state BEC. In order to create a BEC today, the machine is operated in a
time-sequential mode.
The overall challenge for the continuous atom laser is to couple matter waves out of the
condensate and simultaneously refill the condensate to obtain a perpetual system. Hence,
a critical phase-space density PSD = nλ3dB = 2.6 of the cold atom cloud must be continuously √achieved. Here, n = N /V is the number density of bosons in the system and
λdB = h/ 2πmkB T is the deBroglie wavelength. The small atomic flux of 84 Sr (due to its
small natural abundance) makes it necessary to establish a highly efficient cooling process
to exceed this phase-space density continuously. This is the aim of the present work.

2. Theory of the Zeeman slower
The Zeeman slower decelerates atoms from vZScap ≈ 690 ms−1 to MOT capture velocity
vMOT ≈ 25 ms−1 . The deceleration constant a depends on the scattering rate Rscatt . It
is limited by saturation to a rate Γ/2. The Zeeman slower has a length of LZS = 1.05 m.
Its main axis is set to be the z axis. The Zeeman slower’s maximum capture velocity
vZScap is due to the chosen deceleration constant and the Zeeman slower length. Atoms
with initial speed higher than vcap cannot be decelerated. The initial velocities v0 of the
atoms follows a Boltzmann distribution. The most probable speed is: v0 = 460 ms−1 .
The Doppler shift D = +v/λ of the cooling light relative to the atoms depends on v
and changesqduring the deceleration of the atoms. A spatially varying magnetic field
2 − 2az/λ + B compensates the z-dependent Doppler shift by the ZeeB = h/µB · vcap
0
man shift. Atoms are not decelerated in the Zeeman slower until they come for the first
time in resonance with the cooling light. Thus, each initial velocity can be mapped onto a
distance z0 at which deceleration starts. An instructive explanation of the Zeeman slower’s
working principle is given in [7]. A detailed description of the present design is given in [28].

2.1. Atom flux loss in the Zeeman slower
Atoms are decelerated using the cooling transition from 5s2 1 S0 to 5s5p 1 P1 . During deceleration, atoms fall with probability p = 1/50000 from 5s5p 1 P1 into 5s4d 1 D2 [22] (see.
app. A). In this work we assume a decay probability of p = 1/50000 taken from [9]. [6]
however states a probability of p = 1/20000.
The needed number of photons to decelerate an atom to MOT capture velocity depends
on the atom’s initial speed. It yields: Nstop = (v0 − vMOT )/vrec , where vrec = h/(λm) =
0.01 ms−1 is the recoil velocity. An atom with the initial, marginal speed vmar = 435 ms−1
needs 50000 photons to be decelerated. Hence, it falls into 1 D2 with probability p = 1 in
average. Fig. 2.1 shows the average number of transitions into 1 D2 per flight as a function
of the atom’s initial speed.
The lifetime of the 1 D2 state is τ1D2 = 330 µs. From there, atoms fall into the 5s5p 3 P1,2
triplet state. The 3 P0,2 states are long-lived [24]. Atoms in these states do not reach
the ground state before they fly out of the Zeeman slower. They are lost. The 3 P1 state
has a lifetime of τ3P1 = 21 µs. An atom that falls into 1 D2 and then 3 P1 cannot be
cooled for ttr = τ1D2 + τ3P1 ≈ 350 µs. It travels a distance dtr = ttr · v(z0 ) during this
time. Here, v(z0 ) is the atom’s speed at z0 where the atom falls into 1 D2 . Since the
atom is not decelerated for ttr , the Doppler shift of the cooling light does not change between z0 and z1 = z0 + dtr . However, the magnetic field changes. Hence, the Zeeman shift
at z1 does not compensate the Doppler shift exactly anymore. The shift difference at z1 is:
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Figure 2.1.: Average number of transitions from 1 P1 to 1 D2 per flight through the Zeeman slower
as a function of the atom’s initial speed v0 .

νSD = D(z0 ) −

µB · B(z0 + ztr ) · (gJ MJ − 0)
+ δcool .
h

(2.1)

The Landé-g-factor of the 1 P1 state is g = 1. The shift difference is approximately independent from z0 as shown in fig. 2.2.

Figure 2.2.: Shift difference νSD between the Doppler shift at position z0 and the compensating
Zeeman shift at z1 = z0 + dtr .

For our Zeeman slower parameters, it yields: νSD = 0.195 GHz. The linewidth of the cooling transition is ΓHWHM = 2π × 0.03 GHz and we assume that atoms can be cooled within
Γ/2. Hence, the atoms are far out of resonance when they decay back to the ground state.
They cannot be further cooled and they are lost. An efficient Zeeman slower requires a
pump scheme that brings the atoms from 1 D2 rapidly back to 1 S0 .

6
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2.2. New pump scheme
Several pump schemes for strontium in a magneto-optical trap (MOT) exist. In an early
experiment, atoms were pumped from 1 D2 to 5s6p 1 P1 [10]. This scheme is inefficient due
to losses into triplet states [4]. In two other schemes, atoms are pumped from the triplet
state 5s5p 3 PJ to 5s6s 3 S1 or to 5s5d 3 DJ [24][29]. These schemes are appropriate for the
relatively slow timescale of a MOT. However, the timescale of the Zeeman slower is on
the order of tens of microseconds. After that atoms are out of resonance with the cooling
light. Both schemes are too slow to pump atoms to the ground state before they are out
of resonance with the cooling light.
A new pump scheme is presented in this work. It would be the first pump scheme for a
Zeeman slower working with strontium. Atoms are pumped from 1 D2 to 5s8p 1 P1 . The
transition wavelength is 448 nm and the linewidth is Γ = 3.0(7) MHz.1 Atoms in the upper
5s8p 1 P1 state can decay along many different paths either to 1 S0 or back to 1 D2 . These
paths can be extracted from the term diagram in app. A. Each path has a probability
p = p1 · p2 · ... and a lifetime τ = τ1 + τ2 + ..., where pi and τi are the decay probability
and lifetime of a specific level in the path. An atom that takes one path needs the time
τ1S0 or τ1D2 to reach either 1 S0 or 1 D2 , respectively. Atoms that decay back to 1 D2 are
pumped again to 5s8p 1 P1 , from where they decay again along one path. The time τ1S0
to reach the ground state has to be smaller than the critical time ttr , it takes for an atom
to fly out of resonance with the cooling light. The same formula as in eq. 2.1 applies to
calculate this critical time. An atom that flies ttr = 35 µs is exposed to a shift difference of
νSD = 18 MHz. The power broadened transition line has a width of ΓHWHM = 2π×19 MHz.
The atom can therefore still be decelerated within ttr = 35 µs. The critical time is set to
this value and approximated to be constant over the whole Zeeman slower length. It will
be used for simulating ”out-of-resonance” losses.
Tab. 2.1 lists all decay paths from 5s8p 1 P1 with path probability p > 1%. Moreover, the
corresponding path lifetime is provided.
Path
5s8p 1 P1
5s8p 1 P1
5s8p 1 P1
5s8p 1 P1

→
→
→
→

5s7s 1 S0 →
5s6s 1 S0 →
5s2 1 S0
5s4d 1 D2

5s5p 1 P1
5s5p 1 P1

→
→

5s2 1 S0
5s2 1 S0

Probability [%]
1.23
7.15
40.05
47.85

Lifetime [ns]
1377
434
67
56

Table 2.1.: Relevant paths from 5s8p 1 P1 to 5s2 1 S0 or to 5s4d 1 D2 .

App. B lists the lost atoms during one pump cycle. Within the critical time (several cycles), it yields that 1.7 % of the atoms are lost. Lost atoms reside for a very long time
in a state that is not the ground state while they fly out of resonance. A small portion
of atoms reaches the 1 D2 state just before they fly out of resonance. They are pumped
1

I found a similar, second possible pump scheme: Atoms could also be pumped from 1 D2 to 4d5p 1 P1
with 475 nm light.
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again to 5s8p 1 P1 . The number of atoms that then still reach the ground state in time is
neglected in the simulation below.
Additional atom losses may occur because atoms accumulate in a specific level of a path.
This could happen if a level in a path has a high incoming and a small outgoing rate. Only
the 5s5d level fulfills Γin > Γout . This state is fed by high decay rates from 5s5f and 5s4f .
However, only 5 in 100000 atoms decay from 5s8p to either 5s5f or 5s4f . This adds losses
of the atomic fraction of 0.00003 in 5s5d. This small fraction is thus neglected here.
The analysis in this section shows that the new pump scheme is fast (see tab. 2.1, 67 ns −
1377 ns) and exhibits low losses. Moreover, it becomes apparent that only the four decay
paths in tab. 2.1 are relevant. The new scheme seems to be appropriate to pump the
Zeeman slower.

2.3. Simulation of the pump process
The pump process is simulated via rate equations. The goal is to quantitatively predict
the pump efficiency η as a function of various system parameters. The pump efficiency
is defined as: η = NcooledWithPumping /NcooledWithoutPumping (number of cooled atoms with
pumping over number of cooled atoms without pumping). System parameters can be the
power, the detuning or the polarization of the pump beam, or the atom flux through the
Zeeman slower.
The complexity of the pump process is reduced according to sec. 2.2. Tab. 2.1 lists the
four relevant decay paths. The path with 7 % is simulated by a decay rate Γindirect from
5s8p 1 P1 directly to the ground state. The path with 1 % is neglected. The paths connect
the levels: 5s2 1 S0 , 5s4d 1 D2 ,5s5p 1 P1 and 5s8p 1 P1 . The three latter levels split into
sublevels in the magnetic field according to the Zeeman effect. The energy difference
between the sublevels is a function of z. Decay rates between the sublevels are given by
the Wigner-3J-symbols. Fig. 2.3 shows the reduced term diagram with all relevant states
and transitions. It provides the starting point for the simulation.
2.3.1. Shift difference for the pump light
The Zeeman slower magnetic field is designed to induce a Zeeman shift that compensates
the Doppler shift of the cooling light for all z. Thus, the shift difference (D + Z)(z) = 0
for the cooling light for all z. The Doppler shift for a constantly decelerated atom with
initial speed vZeeC is

D=

v(z)
=
λcool

q
2
vZeeC
− 2az
λcool

.

The Zeeman shift to compensate this Doppler shift is therefore
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Figure 2.3.: Reduced term diagram: Relevant states in the pump process.

Z=−

µB B(z) (g1D2 M1D2 − g1P1 M1P1 )
h

with the magnetic field

B(z) = (h

q

2
vZeeC
− 2az)/(µB λcool ) + B0 ,

where B0 = hδcool /µB . The applied magnetic field depends on the cooling wavelength.
Thus, the Zeeman shift depends on the cooling wavelength λcool = 461 nm. The wavelength of the pump light is 448 nm. The Doppler shift D = v/λ is different for both laser
beams. The Zeeman shift does not compensate the Doppler shift of the 448 nm laser for
all z. Instead, the shift difference D(z) + Z(z) is a function of z.
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Moreover, the Zeeman shift depends on the transition. The cooling light drives the σ +
transition to compensate for the Doppler shift (see fig 2.3). If the pump light also drives
the σ + transition, the Zeeman shift compensates the Doppler shift mostly. A shift difference (D + Z)(z) only results from the different wavelengths. If the pump light drives the
σ − transition, the Zeeman and Doppler shift have the same sign. The shift difference is
enhanced. Fig. 2.4 shows the shift difference as a function of z for the σ + and σ − transition.

Figure 2.4.: Shift difference for the pump light driving the σ − (blue) and σ + (red) transition.

The shift difference covers a range of 3 GHz from the beginning to the end of the Zeeman
slower for the σ − transition. For the σ + transition the range is 50 MHz. The pump wavelength can be tuned, so that the shift difference is zero for a specific distance zop . Atoms
will be pumped from 5s4d 1 D2 to 5s8p 1 P1 only within a small region of zop . The size of
the region depends on the transition linewidth and the power of the pump beam.
On the one hand, it becomes obvious from fig. 2.4 that the σ + transition is favourable
due to the small change in the shift difference. On the other hand, one would prefer to
drive the σ − transition due to the more favourable Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for this
polarization. This can be seen in fig. 2.3. The question of which transition does maximize
the pumping efficiency therefore requires a detailed simulation.
2.3.2. Aspects of the simulation
App. D shows the full delay differential equation system. The number of atoms which
occupy a specific state is represented by ρ’s. The ρ’s are called number profiles in the
following. The simulation of the Zeeman slower requires a crucial assumption: atoms
follow the path defined by an ideal Zeeman slower with the chosen working parameters.
This enables to relate the velocities of the atoms to time and space. Time is a useful
variable for simulating a MOT (see [12]). However, it seems to be more intuitive to
simulate the Zeeman slower in one spatial dimension z. This enables to simulate the
cooling light intensity profile. From that, one can deduce further steps to improve the
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Zeeman slower efficiency (see sec. 5.5). The transformation from time to space is possible
due to the one-to-one correspondence between the position of an atom and the time it
takes an atom
qto reach this position. The correspondence is given by the velocity of an
atom v(z) =

2
vZeeC
− 2az.

Two key ideas
The space simulation is achieved by transforming the decay rates. They have usually the
unit [s−1 ]. Spatial rates are obtained by dividing the decay rates through the velocity
v(z): [m−1 ]. This procedure is justified because in physics holds: two things are the same
if their units are the same.
The second key idea is a position depending filling rate Wfill . Atoms with initial velocity
v0 < vcap come in resonance at a specific position z. Before, they do not appear in the cooling process. The velocities of the atoms follows the Boltzmann distribution. A fraction of
the total atom flux with a specific velocity v (given by the Boltzmann distribution) comes
in resonance with the cooling light at a specific position z every second. The filling rate
Wfill = Φatom · PMB (v0 (z), Toven ) simulates this process. It has the dimension [m−1 s−1 ].
Here, Φatom is the total atom flux before the Zeeman slower and PMB (v0 (z), Toven ) is the
Maxwell-Boltzmann probability distribution. Note, that the initial velocity v0 (z) corresponds to a position z where the atom comes in resonance. The spatial integral over the
filling rate gives the total atom flux that enters the Zeeman slower.
The equation system in app. D encompasses integro-differential equations. E.g.: The
number of atoms in state 5s2 1 S0 depends on the intensity of the cooling beam due to
saturation. The intensity profile of the cooling beam in turn is affected by the number
of atoms in 5s2 1 S0 because of the atoms’ absorption. Note that the atomic beam enters
the Zeeman slower at z = 0. The counterpropagating cooling beam in contrast enters the
Zeeman slower at z = LZS . A high number of atoms at the end of the Zeeman slower
leads to high absorption of the cooling beam. This may lead to a vanishing intensity of
the cooling beam at z = 0. The intensity profile follows



ρ5s5s
Icool (z̃) = Imax · exp −
· σ461 (LZS − z̃) · (LZS − z̃) .
AC

(2.2)

The atom beam is supposed to be a cylinder with area AC . The cooling light enters the
Zeeman slower at z = LZS . Hence, the substitution z̃ = LZS − z.
The integro-differential system could not be solved directly with Mathematica 11. The
system is instead solved iteratively, in a self-consistent approach. First, a constant intensity
is assumed. The number profiles are computed as a function of position z. The number
profile allows to compute the resulting intensity profile via the absorption coefficient of the
atomic beam. The new calculated intensity profile is used to compute the number profile
again. This procedure is repeated until the intensity profile converges to a steady-state.
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Estimation of the atom flux
The cooled atom flux affects the quantitative picture of the intensity and number profile.
On the atom laser machine, a measured value exists only for the atom flux behind the
9 −1 [3]. The measurement was performed without
Zeeman slower: Φcooled
atom = 2.66 × 10 s
the pump light. The atom flux before the Zeeman slower has to be deduced from this
value. Fig. 2.1 shows the number of transitions per flight to 1 D2 as a function of the
atom’s initial velocity. Atoms that fall into 1 D2 at one position are lost without pumping.
Fig. 2.1 gives the probability with which atoms fall into 1 D2 if their initial velocity is below
the marginal speed vmar = 435 ms−1 (see. sec. 2.1). Atoms fall more than once in 1 D2
above vmar = 435 ms−1 . Thus, they are lost. The atom flux before the (perfect adjusted)
Zeeman slower is estimated to be
Z

vmar

Φatom =

(1 − NTransitionTo1D2 (v))PMB (v, Toven ) dv = 6.1 × 1010 s−1 .

(2.3)

vMOT

The measured value gives the atom flux for 88 Sr. The atom laser needs the isotope 84 Sr.
This isotope is better suited for evaporative cooling due to its scattering properties. The
natural abundance of 88 Sr is 82 %. The abundance of 84 Sr is 0.56 %. The atom flux of
84 Sr is therefore: Φ
10 −1
atom = 0.56/82 · 6.1 × 10 s . The flux can be tuned by the oven
temperature.
Pump rate
Sec. 2.3.1 lists the parameters that influences the pump rate Wpump and, hence, the number
profiles. The explicit form of Wpump is given in eq. 2.4
2Ppump
Apump
sat
Ipump

Γpump
2

Wpump = q
·
(z)
2
z
vZeeC
− 2amax Icool
sat
Icool
1+

2Ppump
Apump
sat
Ipump

+

.

(2.4)

4(fc +(D448nm (z)+Z448nm (z)))2
(Γpump /2π)2

The third term under the second fraction line accounts for off-resonances. It includes the
shift difference and the frequency of the pump laser. It drops out for the cooling rate
Wcool that is assumed to be in resonance. The other part of the second fraction accounts
for saturation of the transition. The pump rate Wpump tends to a maximum value of
Γpump /2 for high pump light intensities and zero detuning. The pump light intensity is
max = 2P
2
given by Ipump
pump /Apump , where Apump = πw is the area of the Gaussian pump
beam. The denominator of the first fraction expresses v(z). It incorporates the time-space
transformation.
Lost atoms
The simulation has to distinguish between atoms in the 1 D2 state and lost atoms. The first
can be pumped and saved, the latter cannot. Atoms that reside more than a critical time
in the 1 D2 state fly out of resonance (see sec. 2.2). The critical time is set to ttr = 35 µs.
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The differential equation system must include a term that transfers atoms from the 1 D2
state into the lost state if they fly out of resonance. This is achieved by the delay term
−ρ01D2 (z − 0.006 m). In time space, this would read −ρ01D2 (t − 35 µs). Atoms that fall into
1 D at t = t − 35 µs are transferred to the lost state at t = t . The if -condition asks for
2
0
0
a positive change in ρ01D2 (z − 0.006 m). This delay term describes the system’s behaviour
well for all z for those atoms are not pumped from 1 D2 to 5s8p1 P1 . The if -condition
prevents that lost atoms can be transferred back to 1 D2 . Errors are made if some atoms
fall into 1 D2 at a specific z and some atoms are pumped away from 1 D2 . However, this
error is small as long as the region where pumping occurs is small. The transformation
from time to real space in the loss rate cannot be achieved in the simulation. Mathematica
11 only supports delay differential equations with constant delay. The critical distance
however is a function of the position dtr = ttr · v(z). It varies between 2.4 cm at z = 0 m
and 0.2 cm at z = 1.04 m. An average constant critical distance of dtr = 0.4 cm is therefore
assumed. For small z, the simulation will underestimate the number of atoms in 1 D2 and
overestimate the atoms in the lost state.
2.3.3. Number profiles
The delay differential equations are solved with NDSolve from Mathematica 11. Fig. 2.5
shows the number profiles for ρ5s2 , ρ5s5p , ρ5s4d and ρLost . The simulated power of Ppump =
15 mW corresponds to the maximum power of the slave laser after the fibre. Detunings
from the MOT resonance of δ = −1000 MHz and δ = −300 MHz are simulated to emphasize the effect of the detuning. The optimum detuning is calculated in sec. 2.3.4. In
fig. 2.5, the polarization of the pump beam is orthogonal to that of the cooling beam and
drives the σ − -transition.

Figure 2.5.: Number profiles driving the σ − -transition. (Left) Pump parameters: δ = −300 MHz,
P = 15 mW. (Right) Pump parameters: δ = −700 MHz, P = 15 mW.

The simulation shows the expected behaviour. The dependence of the number profile on
the detuning can be compared with the shift difference in fig. 2.4. The position z where
atoms are pumped from 1 D2 back to the ground state 1 S0 corresponds to the shift difference
to which the pump frequency is tuned to. An increase in the pump power transfers more
atoms from 1 D2 to 1 S0 at constant detuning. Power broadening would lead to a smaller
slope at the peak where ρ5s2 increases. The saturation intensity of the 448 nm-transition
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is: Isat = 4(1) mW · cm−2 . A strongly power broadened line ∆Γ = Γ(1 + I/Isat )1/2 is not
expected for Ipump = 15 mW/Apump = 6 mW · cm−2 .
2.3.4. Pump efficiency
The pump efficiency η is calculated as a function of the pump laser frequency detuning
δ for σ + -light (fig. 2.6, left panel) and σ − -light (fig. 2.6, right panel). ParametricNDSolve
from Mathematica 11 is used.

Figure 2.6.: Pump efficiency η as a function of the pump laser frequency detuning δ. (Left) The
pump laser drives the σ + -transition. (Right) The pump laser drives the σ − -transition.

The position of the maximum in case of the σ + -light (fig. 2.6, left panel) depends on the
saturation parameter. It moves to smaller frequencies for higher intensities of the cooling
light. The power of the cooling beam P = 64 mW is supposed to be reduced by 50 % if
the light enters the viewport of the Zeeman slower. The FWHM linewidth of the profile
is 30 MHz. The amplitude reduces for a realistic intensity profile of the cooling light, i.e.
if one takes absorption of the cooling light into account (compare fig. 5.1, left panel).
The curve for σ − -light (fig. 2.6, right panel) shows a sharp fall-off at δ = 300 MHz because
there are no atoms to address beyond this detuning. It exhibits a long tail to frequencies red-detuned from the MOT resonance. Lower frequencies addresses atoms deeper in
the Zeeman slower. The maximum of the profile is seven times greater than in the σ + case.

3. Methodology
3.1. Master laser
The master laser has been built to drive the 448 nm transition in neutral strontium between
5s4d 1 D2 and 5s8p 1 P1 . App. C lists the master laser components. Fig. 3.1 shows the
design.
Diode
The diode emitted light at λLD ≈ 448(2) nm. A homebuilt current controller regulated
the current though the diode.
App. E.1 shows the electric circuit
of the current driver and explains
its working principle. The maximum allowed current driven by
the driver has been adapted to
the diode with the resistor R24 =
470 Ohm, see app. E.1. The diode
has been assembled in a collimation tube with a collimation lens.
This specific lens has been used
mainly due to its numerical aperture of NAL = 0.6. The latter
was three times higher than the
numerical aperture of the diode’s
fast axis NAD = 0.2. A specific
Figure 3.1.: The master laser in full action.
beam diameter was not required.
The diode emitted linearly polarized light. The collimation tube has been assembled in a
copper block that was temperature stabilized by a homebuilt temperature controller and
a Wheatstone bridge. App. E.2 and app. E.3 show the electric circuits and describe the
working principles of both components, respectively. The temperature controller provided
an integrated error signal. The integration constant has been adapted by changing the
capacitance to suppress temperature oscillations of the diode.
External cavity diode laser
The temperature stabilized diode has been assembled into an external cavity diode laser
(ECDL). This enabled the control of the diode’s output frequency. The external cavity
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consisted of a grating and a mirror. Both have been assembled in an aluminum housing.1
The grating and the back side of the diode formed the external cavity. In fact, the front
side of the diode also formed two cavities: one with its back side and one with the grating.
However, the reflectivity of the diode’s front side was assumed to be small and the effect
was neglected. The properties of the external cavity were determined by two factors:
the grating’s reflectivity RGr and the spacing between the grating’s grooves dGr . The
reflectivity was the predominant factor. It governed the achievable optical output power
and the stableness of the laser, i.e. the operation without mode-hopping. Both factors
competed with each other. The used grating satisfied the requirements most: it provided
an optical output power behind the grating of PM = 4.5(5) mW within a mode hop free
range of 3(1) GHz.
The grating’s reflectivity was RGr ≈ 45 % for laser light whose polarization was parallel
to the grating’s grooves. The diode has been rotated in that manner. The reflectivity
of the diode’s backside was assumed to be RDiode = 1. The diode’s output power was
enhanced in the cavity by PEC = PD /(1 − RGr RDiode )2 ≈ 4PD . The absolute maximum
rating of the optical power of the diode was PD = 85 mW. This limited the maximum
current through the laser diode to be 42 mA.
The distance between the grating’s grooves was dGr = 2400 mm−1 . The first order
reflected beam occurred under the Littrow angle αGr = arcsin(λ/(2dGr )) ≈ 32 ◦ for λ =
448 nm. The dispersion was D = dβ/dλ = 1/(dGr · cos(α) ≈ 5.4 mrad/nm.2
The grating has been mounted into a housing. The latter could be adjusted vertically
and horizontally via fine tuning screws. Adjusting effectively changed the incident angle
of the diode’s output beam onto the grating. The desired frequency mode could be tuned
roughly via the horizontal fine tuning screw. Most efficient feedback could be achieved by
simultaneously tuning the vertical fine tuning screw. The optimum tuning of the screws
decreased the threshold current Ith of the diode by increasing the feedback. The threshold
current has been reduced from Ith = 22 mA to Ith = 17(1) mA.3
The external cavity had roughly a length of LEC = 15(2) mm. Hence, the free spectral
range of the external cavity was νFSR = c/(2LEC ) ≈ 10(2) GHz (observed around the
448 nm√resonance νFSR ≈ 7.5 GHz). The finesse of the external cavity was approximately
F = π RGr RDiode /(1 − RGr RDiode ) = 3.8. This yielded a spectral width of the cavity
resonances of ∆ν = νFSR /F ≈ 2.5(4) GHz (in good agreement with observation at the
448 nm resonance).

1

This configuration is called ”Littrow configuration”. The advantage of the Littrow configuration is that
the beam’s output angle stays constant under rotation of the grating. This facilitates fibre coupling.
2
Basically, the grating forms an n-slit, where the light is reflected instead of transmitted. In the Littrow
configuration, the zero order reflected beam serves as output beam. The negative first order beam
serves as optical positive feedback α1st order = −αincident .
3
A function generator can be used to measure the threshold current. The generator should periodically
change the current through the diode around the threshold. A photodiode is needed to measure the
current-dependent output power and to deduce a voltage from it. The effective power-current (voltagevoltage)-curve on an oscilloscope moves to lower currents for better tuning.
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Piezo element
The piezo element was driven by a piezo controller. It provided a tunable voltage between
0 V and 150 V. The length of the piezo element depended on the applied voltage due to
the piezoelectric effect. Thus, the feedback angle of the grating with respect to the diode
could be tuned by changing the applied voltage. This provided the possibility to tune the
feedback angle more precisely than with the horizontal fine tuning screw by changing the
voltage across the piezo.
Optical isolator and cylindrical telescope
The optical isolator served as optical diode. An attenuation factor of at minimum 29 dB
in the reverse direction could be achieved. The transmission efficiency of the isolator has
been measured to ηce = 81(2) %.
The emitted beam of the diode had not a round shape.4 The shape was elliptical after the
collimation lens. The beam needed to have a Gaussian TEM00 mode to efficiently couple
into the subsequent polarization maintaining single mode fibre. A cylindrical telescope
with one concave and one convex lens shrank the beam in its larger axis. The beam’s
1/e2 -diameter before the telescope has been measured to (rx , ry ) = (3.0(5) mm, 2.0(5) mm).
Thus, the focal length ratio had to be Rfl = |rx /ry | = |fconvex /fconcave | = 2/3. The most
appropriate lenses to achieve this ratio have been taken. The rounded beam had a 1/e2 diameter of (rx , ry ) = (2.0(5) mm, 2.0(5) mm).
Waveplate, coupler and PM fibre
It was necessary to maintain the linear polarization of the diode’s output light, because
efficient pumping of the Zeeman slower required a specific polarization. Hence, a polarization maintaining optical fibre has been used. The polarization of the guided light had
to be aligned to the slow or fast axis of the fibre. This was achieved by rotating the
polarization axis of the light with a λ/2-plate. Since the waveplate had been fabricated
for 461 nm, an optimum rotation angle could be achieved by twisting the waveplate. The
Polarimeter SK010PA-VIS from S+K has been used to find the optimum alignment. The
Polarimeter mapped the polarization state of the light onto the Poincaré sphere. The state
moved around a circle due to perturbations. The circle radius was a measurement of the
misalignment angle. A value for the radius of ∆η = 2.2 has been obtained.
A fibre coupling efficiency of ηce = 47(1) % has been obtained for a collimator focal
length of fC = 7.5 mm. The maximum intensity after the fibre was PM ≈ 1.7(1) mW at
the desired wavelength of 448 nm.
A good introduction to optical resonators and optical fibres can be found in [19]. The
master thesis of T. van Leent describes an external cavity diode laser instructively [11].
However, he used a design with a massive aluminum housing. This housing was thought to
protect the master laser against thermal fluctuations. The plastic housing in the present
4

The Intrinsic region of the PIN-Diode is smaller in the direction of the applied voltage (x) than perpendicular to it (y). Hence, the beam waist at the front side is smaller in x. The beam divergence depends
on the beam waist as θ ∝ λ/w0 . So, it increases faster in x.
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design however had the advantage that horizontal alignment of the external cavity and
fibre coupling was simplified while the laser was still robust against thermal fluctuations.
Moreover, a new design was necessary to account for the different Littrow angle.

3.2. Laser locking
The linewidth of the external cavity modes (∆νEC = 2.5(4) GHz) was three orders of
magnitude higher than the resonance linewidth of the 448 nm transition (∆ν448nm =
3.0(7) MHz). The free running laser drifted rapidly away from resonance due to thermal fluctuations and mechanical noise. The laser has been locked to a cavity to pin its
emitting frequency onto the resonance frequency. The cavity served as independent frequency reference. The free spectral range of the cavity was νFSR = 15 000(16) MHz. The
linewidth of the cavity modes was ∆νcav = 490(102) kHz.
3.2.1. High finesse cavity for laser locking
An existing high finesse cavity in a vacuum chamber has been adapted and is shown in
fig. 3.2. The design of this cavity and the vacuum chamber is described in [22]. The
existing cavity had been built for the infrared region, not for the required wavelength of
448 nm. Hence, the cavity mirrors had to be replaced.
The cavity consisted of a spacer and two mirrors. The spacer had a length of 100 mm,
an area of 30 mm × 30 mm and a longitudinal bore of 10 mm diameter. It had been made
out of Zerodur R glass.5 The infrared mirrors had been glued with 353 ND two-component
heat-curing epoxy to the spacer.
To replace the mirrors, the vacuum chamber has been first disassembled. The mirrors
could not be removed from the spacer neither with acetone nor in an ultrasound bath at
40 ◦ C. Hence, they have been removed by carefully hammering. The hammering caused
conchoidal fractures on the edges of the spacer. The spacer has been machined to grind
these fractures. It had a length of 98(1) mm after machining.
The new mirrors for the 448 nm pump laser have been bought from LayerTec. Planoconcave mirrors with radius r = 150.00(75) mm and diameter D = 12.7(1) mm have been
used. Curved mirrors were favoured over planar mirrors because they were more robust against misalignment of the laser beam relative to the cavity. The reflectivity of
the new mirrors at 448 nm was R = 99.90(2) %. Hence, the finesse of the cavity was
F th = 3140(630). The planar side of each mirror was not antireflection coated. The mirrors have been polished at an angle of 2 ◦ to prevent back reflection from the planar side
of the mirror. Polishing at an angle instead of antireflection coating reduced the costs of
the project.
Two piezo rings have been used to actively control the cavity length. The use of two
piezo elements compensated for any thermal expansion, i.e. the expansion of one piezo
was compensated by the expansion of the other piezo. One mirror has been glued to these
two piezo elements via a Marcor R ring. Marcor R material had low outgassing rates
5

This ceramic glass has a very small thermal expansion coefficient for a large range of temperatures.
Thus, it provides a thermally stable reference for the laser.
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in vacuum and a low thermal expansion coefficient. 353 ND two-component heat-curing
epoxy has been used due to its small outgassing rates in vacuum. The correct alignment
of the mirrors has been observed via the transmission signal on a photodiode. Since it was
not possible to move this setup without misaligning the mirrors, a transportable oven has
been built. This oven cured the epoxy at 100(10) ◦ C for 20 minutes.
The cavity has been clamped into a massive, stainless steel block using rubber rods
of 8 mm diameter. The rods were made
out of Viton R . This material has been
chosen due to its small outgassing in vacuum. The massive block served as heat
sink. It had a length of 175 mm and an area
of 74 mm × 74 mm. The block itself was
fixed with Viton R rods of 8.4 mm diameter in a CF 100 vacuum chamber. Vacuum
prevented thermal fluctuations of the cavity length. The axis of the cavity formed an
angle of 4 ◦ with the axis of the block. This
prevented an undesired cavity between the
viewports of the vacuum chamber and the
mirrors of the cavity.
The vacuum chamber, the Viton R rods
and the stainless steel block have been
baked at 200(10) ◦ C for two days before inserting the cavity. This freed immersed water and oil in the components.
Figure 3.2.: The vacuum chamber for the cavA turbo pump maintained a pressure of
ity. The spacer is located behind the black2 × 10−7 mbar during this time. The cavity
body radiation-shielding. On the left side: the
has been inserted into the clean environtransmission photodiode. On top: the voltage
ment and the two metal flanges have been
supply for the piezo elements.
replaced by two viewports. The whole system has then been baked again at a lower
temperature of 150(10) ◦ C for two days under the same pressure. The lower temperature
protected the viewports.
The vacuum chamber encompassed an ion pump to maintain the vacuum after closing
the system. Moreover, it encompassed feedthroughs for the wires of the piezo elements.
The wires have been soldered to the feedthroughs using soldering material without flux.
This prevented that the flux could outgas into the vacuum after closing the system. Appropriate high voltage connectors for the feedthroughs were not available and were homemade.6
6

Until the end of the Master’s thesis, only one cavity piezo element has been in use. The second piezo
element could not be connected by the homemade high voltage connectors. The connection of one of
the feedthroughs was to deep. Commercial connectors have been ordered.
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The assembly procedure of the cavity and the vacuum chamber followed the description
in [22]. The book [19] explains well the basics of resonator optics and gives a stability
criterion for planar and curved mirrors.
3.2.2. Locking scheme
The implemented locking scheme followed the Pound-Drever-Hall technique. Fig. 3.3 shows
the scheme. App. F lists the assembled components. An instructive explanation of the
Pound-Drever-Hall technique can be found in [5].

Figure 3.3.: Pound-Drever-Hall technique: laser locking to a cavity. DDS: direct digital synthesizer. rf-amp: radio frequency amplifier. LPF1, LPF2: homemade low pass filter 1 and 2, see
sec. H. amp: amplifier. PD: photodiode. LC: LC-circuit. PBS: polarizing beamsplitter. λ/4: λ/4
waveplate. PM fibre: polarization maintaining fibre.

An electro-optical modulator (EOM) created sidebands at ±8.026 MHz around the light’s
center frequency. A homemade LC circuit before the EOM with resonance frequency at
8.026 MHz ensured that only an electronic signal at 8.026 MHz could drive the EOM.7 A
Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS) created the electronic signal for the EOM. A homemade
RF amplifier amplified the DDS signal. It produced higher harmonics at ±16.052 MHz
around the center frequency. A fifth order low pass filter with cutoff frequency at 9 MHz
has been built to reduce the amplitude of these higher harmonics, see fig. 3.3 LPF1. Its
schematics and measured bandwidth is shown in app. H. Furthermore, the RF amplifier
showed bad behaviour at low amplifications (amplified frequency changed in time). An
attenuator of 4 dB directly after the amplifier enabled a time constant amplified output
frequency at 8.026 MHz. The power after the amplifier was Pamp = 10 dBm.
The polarization axis of the light had to be aligned with respect to the orientation of the
electrodes around the EOM. The λ/2 waveplates for 461 nm did not work well at a wavelength of 448 nm. The light was polarized horizontally with respect to the optical table
after a polarizing beam splitting cube and this was aligned with the E-field orientation.
7

An LC circuit was already available with resonance frequency 8.026 MHz. This is why these sidebands
were chosen. The Pound-Drever-Hall signal had an appropriate shape at this frequency.
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The light with imprinted sidebands has been sent through a polarization maintaining fibre
to the cavity setup. A polarizing beam splitter and a λ/4 waveplate have been inserted
into the light path after the fibre. This enabled to outcouple the reflected beam from the
cavity at the polarizing beam splitter by rotating the light’s polarization axis with the
waveplate by 90 ◦ in total. A λ/2 waveplate for 461 nm has been used instead of a λ/4
plate for 448 nm. It has been tilted to obtain circular polarization of the 448 nm light.
The polarization has been observed with the polarimeter. The radius of the circle on the
Poincaré sphere was ∆η = 2.3.
The intensity of the reflected light has been observed with a photodiode. Two irises
between the cavity and the photodiode reduced the reflected light from the front viewport
(shown in fig. 3.3 as dotted line) and the curved surface of the first cavity mirror onto the
photodiode. Without the irises, this reflected light produced a modulation of 8.026 MHz
of the photodiode signal that has been sent to the mixer. The mixer demodulated it with
the 8.026 MHz signal from the amplifier and caused a constant offset in the error signal.
The constant offset prevented a stable lock. The iris diminished the offset and, hence,
were necessary to improve the stability.
Higher harmonics of 8.026 MHz in the light could not be completely diminished with
the first low pass filter after the amplifier, see fig. 3.3 LPF1. These higher harmonics were
demodulated in the mixer with the 8.026 MHz amplifier signal to a 8.026 MHz noise in the
error signal. A second 7th order low pass filter has been built to diminish this noise after
the photodiode directly before the mixer. App. H (bottom) shows the details of this filter.
The error signal from the mixer has been sent to the lock unit. App. E.4 shows the
electric circuits of this unit. The lock unit provided a integrated error signal to the
piezo. The integration constant was too fast and was adapted by changing the capacitance C25 = 300 nF in the integrator/summator part. Moreover, the gain of the lock unit
was too high. R20 has therefore been changed from 82 kOhm to 1 kOhm.
The lock unit had two outputs to connect the piezo element driver and the current
driver of the master laser, respectively. The piezo element driver received the integrated
error signal. The current driver received a signal proportional to the error signal.
[26] explains step by step the assembly procedure of an EOM and a LC circuit for the
locking scheme.
3.2.3. Debugging, error signal analysis and lock quality
Debugging

The error signal had an offset that varied when changing the laser frequency. This behaviour was unexpected. It was found that the crystal of the EOM formed a cavity of low
finesse. Thus, the transmitted intensity of the light through the EOM depended on the
light’s frequency. The offset of the error signal changed when the transmitted intensity
changed. The EOM has been tilted to a maximum possible angle while not clipping the
laser beam to avoid a cavity.
The error signal exhibited electronic noise. Frequencies have been found at 50 Hz, 1.5 kHz
and around 200 MHz. The lock was thought to be unstable due to this electronic noise.

3.2. Laser locking
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A series of different simple low pass filters have been built. The filters consist out of a
resistor and a capacitor with various values. Low pass filters to prevent noise on the piezo
element of the master laser have been built with high impedance. This prevents high
currents driven by the piezo element driver that is built for high voltage supply only. Low
pass filters to prevent noise on the current through the master laser diode have been built
in contrast with low impedance. Frequency cutoffs down to 30 Hz have been installed.
The stability however could not be improved until it has been found that the EOM crystal
formed a cavity as described above.
The lock was unstable against sound and vibrational noise. Sound resonances have been
studied. A common loudspeaker has been fed with a voltage signal between 100 Hz−20 kHz
from a function generator at 5 V. Resonances of the external cavity have been found at
1.8(1) kHz, 2.3(1) kHz, 3.2(1) kHz and 4.7(1) kHz. The master laser has been protected
with pyramid foam against sound noise. The lock however stayed unstable against this
kind of noise.
The EOM altered the shape of the Gaussian TEM00 mode. It has been first installed
directly before the cavity. Thus, it prevented an efficient injection of a proper TEM00
mode into the cavity. Then, the EOM has been placed before the fibre to the cavity. This
reduced the optimum fibre coupling. The cavity however could be injected by a Gaussian
TEM00 mode directly from a fibre outcoupler in this way.
Error signal

Fig. 3.4 shows the error signal while the cavity piezo element has been scanned with 100 Hz.
Moreover, it depicts the error signal of a locked laser and the theoretical Pound-DreverHall signal. FindFit from Mathematica 11 has been used to fit the experimental data.
However, this was not possible due to the data’s flat plateau. The fit was instead done by
hand. The experimental error signal did not exhibit the characteristic two peaks on the
plateau. A phase shift of the photodiode signal with respect to the DDS signal before the
mixer caused this shape. Small changes in the relative phase occurred over time.
The error signal of a locked laser had a height of 60 mV. The error signal had a height
of Vpp = 140 mV. The parameters of the fitted Pound-Drever-Hall signal are listed in
tab. 3.1.
Parameter
Reflectivity mirrors
distance mirrors
Power center peak
Power sidebands
modulation frequency

Values
99.91(2) %
98(1) mm
95(1) %
5(1) %
8.526(200) MHz

Table 3.1.: Parameters of the Pound-Drever-Hall signal to fit the experimental error signal.

The center slope for these parameters was sPDH = −2000(800) mVMHz−1 .
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Figure 3.4.: Error signal analysis. Red line: experimental data. The cavity piezo element is
scanned with 100 Hz while the error signal is observed with the oscilloscope. Blue line: the
theoretical Pound-Drever-Hall error signal. A fit was not possible due to the flat plateau of the
experimental data. Yellow line: the error signal while the laser was locked to the cavity wia the
piezo element and current.

The optical power that has been sent into the cavity was Pcav = 21(1) µW. The optical
power after the cavity was Pcav = 200(10) nW when the laser has been locked. The cavity
coupling efficiency was ηcav = 10(1) %. The experimental determined finesse can only be
provided with a large error due to the fit by hand. It yields for the reflectivity in tab. 3.1
a finesse of F = 3489(1551). This agreed with the theoretical value of F th = 3140(630).
The cavity piezo element could be tuned over two free spectral ranges so that the TEM00
mode appears three times in total by scanning the cavity piezo element. This corresponds
to a range of 30 GHz.
Free running and locked laser behaviour

The locked laser has been observed with the wavemeter and compared to the free running
laser. Fig. 3.5 shows the long term behaviour for both cases.
The locked laser drifted by ∆ν = 500 kHz during 90 min. The standard deviation from
the mean was σν = 3 MHz for this time. This indicates that the lock will be sufficient to
work on the experiment while repumping the MOT with this laser.

3.3. Distribution system
The distribution system distributed the output power of the master laser to three subsystems:
1. the slave laser as source for the injection lock. 150(50) µW is the minimum injection
power needed to achieve a stable injection lock.

3.3. Distribution system
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Figure 3.5.: The long term behaviour for the locked and unlocked laser.

2. the wavemeter and Fabry-Pérot interferometer to observe the output wavelength and
the frequency mode of the master laser, respectively.
3. the cavity to produce an error signal for locking.

Figure 3.6.: Distribution system to distribute the power from the master laser to the slave laser,
the wavemeter and Fabry-Pérot interferometer and the cavity.

Fig. 3.6 shows the distribution system. The slave’s output light had to be fibre coupled.
The maximum coupling efficiency for the master laser has been achieved for fibre collimators with focal length f = 7.5 mm. Collimators of this focal length were not available
anymore in our lab. Collimators of focal length f = 4.5 mm have been used instead in
order to avoid delaying the project by waiting for an order to arrive. A telescope has been
installed right after the slave laser to adapt the beam size to these collimators. The lenses
for the telescope had focal lengths of f1 = −100 mm and f2 = 150 mm. The same coupling
efficiency as in the master laser of ηce = 47(1) % could be achieved. A coupling efficiency
of ηce = 80(2) % could be achieved for the injection-lock path from the master laser.
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3.4. Wavemeter calibration
A wavemeter of type WS7-30 from HighFinesse has been used in the present work to measure absolute frequencies. The specification provided an absolute accuracy in the visible
range of 30 MHz. The resonance frequency of the 448 nm transition should be measured
with higher accuracy. A concept to improve the accuracy of a wavemeter is proposed in
[24] and implemented here.8
The wavemeter that has been used in the present work was calibrated at 689 nm. Lasers
whose wavelengths have been known in literature with high accuracy were available at:
411 nm (Yb+), 461 nm (Sr), 497 nm (Sr), 780 nm (Rb), 922 nm (Sr) and 994 nm (Sr).
The 461 nm (Sr) wavelength was produced by frequency doubling of 922 nm. The 497 nm
(Sr) wavelength was produced by frequency doubling of 994 nm. App. G illustrates the
setup where these four frequencies were produced. The 780 nm laser drove the D2 line in
rubidium. The term scheme is provided in [2]9 . The literature value for 411 nm (Yb+)
was taken from [18] with an accuracy of 153 kHz. The literature values for 461 nm (Sr)
and 497 nm (Sr) were taken from [24] with an accuracy of 5 MHz. The literature value
for rubidium is taken from [30] with an accuracy of 6 kHz. Fig. 3.7 shows the differences
between the measured and their corresponding literature values.

Figure 3.7.: Wavemeter calibration: the differences between the measured and literature wavelength values for 411 nm (Yb+), 461 nm, 497 nm, 689 nm, 780 nm (Rb), 922 nm, 994 nm.

The differences for 461 nm and 922 nm were equal −34 MHz. However, since we used a
frequency doubling crystal to produces the 461 nm light, we knew that we should have
measured exactly the doubled frequency. Moreover, in literature, [24] and [15] provided
8

Concept: the wavemeter is exact at the calibration wavelength: the difference between the measured
and the real wavelength is zero. The difference may not be zero for other wavelengths. The goal is
to quantify this difference. Therefore, one measures wavelengths whose values are known in literature
with high accuracy. The difference between the measured and the literature value (+ the literature
accuracy) gives the accuracy of the wavemeter at the specific wavelength. The maximum difference
from all so measured wavelength serves as the accuracy of the wavemeter. The more wavelengths are
measured the more probable is it to find the correct maximum.
9
Correction there: the MOT repump AOM ends at F 0 = 2 instead of F 0 = 1 in this scheme.

3.5. Experimental setup: spectroscopy and Zeeman slower pumping
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two different transition frequencies for 461 nm. It could not be guaranteed that the used
literature value of 650 503 775 MHz was accurate. Thus, the two measured points have not
been taken into account. The maximum of the remaining differences was 20(5) MHz.
Conclusion: the wavemeter accuracy could be improved from 30 MHz to 25 MHz.

3.5. Experimental setup: spectroscopy and Zeeman slower pumping
The atomic transition from 5s4d 1 D2 to 5s8p 1 P1 in neutral strontium has been studied
for all four stable isotopes of strontium. The measurement was carried out on the atom
laser experiment (see sec. 1.3). The measurement setup is shown in fig. 3.8.

Figure 3.8.: Experimental setup for: 1. Measurement of the absolute resonance frequency of the
5s4d 1 D2 -5s8p 1 P1 transition in neutral 88 Sr. 2. Measurement of the isotope shifts between the
four stable isotopes for the same transition. 3. Measurement of the hyperfine structure of the
fermionic isotope 87 Sr. 4. Measurement of the Zeeman slower pump efficiency.

The oven temperature has been set to 470 ◦ C. The decelerated atomic beam after the
Zeeman slower filled the 2D blue MOT continuously with atoms. Atoms left the MOT
downwards due to gravity. The four MOT beams trapped the atoms horizontally. They
were detuned from the cooling transition by −0.8Γ. The beams had an equal intensity of
10(1) mW each. The trapped atoms in the MOT region fluoresced when they cycled on
the cooling transition. A camera (Blackfly 2.3MP Mono GigE) detected the fluorescence
light. The region of interest on the camera has been set to detect fluorescence light only
from a small part of the MOT that excluded the MOT center. This prevented an undesired signal due to faster atoms from the atomic beam that intruded into the center of the
MOT.
The pump beam has been inserted into the light path of the cooling beam at the polarizing beam splitter as shown in fig. 3.8. Hence, the pump light was orthogonally polarized
to the cooling light. A λ/4 waveplate transformed the cooling light from linear to left
circularly. The pump light has been transformed from linear to right circularly polarized
light. Both beams passed the 2D blue MOT before entering the Zeeman slower. The
cooling beam had a 1/e2 -diameter of dcooling = 25.4 mm and a power of P = 64 mW before
the vacuum viewport. The cooling beam has been focused to 12 mm at the oven exit. Its
shape exhibited a striped pattern because it was directly sent from a slave laser diode.
The pump laser beam had a Gaussian TEM00 shape. It was outcoupled from a fibre. Its
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1/e2 -diameter was dpump = 7.5 mm. The power was P = 16(1) mW.
The pump light has been sent through a polarization maintaining fibre from the distribution system to the atom laser experiment. The slave laser provided the pump light.
The master laser injection-locked the slave laser during the measurements. The master
laser has been locked to the cavity during that time. A locked master laser guaranteed a
stable frequency scan over the resonances of the isotopes for spectroscopy. The scans were
performed by applying a varying voltage to the cavity piezo element while the master laser
was locked. An analog voltage output provided the additional voltage to the high voltage
supplier of the cavity piezo element. The voltage range had a span of 1 V for spectroscopy
of the bosonic isotopes. This led to a frequency scan over 195(1) MHz. The scan time
was 20 s per scan. Each scan consisted of a triangular shape. The voltage range for the
fermionic isotope was 1.2 V corresponding to 227(1) MHz. The range has been increased
to 3 V (598(1) MHz) for measuring the Zeeman slower resonance. The scan time of the
two latter measurements has been increased to 30 s to achieve better resolution.
The slave laser output frequency has been observed with the wavemeter during the
scans. The wavemeter has been calibrated before each measurement. The start frequency
of each scan series has been chosen such that the recorded fluorescence data exhibited the
resonance peak in the middle of each scan edge. The center between the resonance peak
of the rising scan edge and the resonance peak of the falling scan edge coincided with
the maximum frequency in each scan. The fluorescence data have been mapped onto the
wavemeter data using this coincidence and the ratio between the scan time and the frame
time of the camera. The frame time is here defined as the inverse of the frame rate. The
ratio determined the number of fluorescence data points from the camera during a scan of
1 MHz.

3.6. Experimental setup: the 448 nm laser as a blue strontium MOT repumper
The performance of the pump laser as a blue MOT pumper has been studied for the isotope
88 Sr. Fig. 3.9 shows the experimental setup. The study required absorption imaging. The
camera on the blue 2D MOT could only record fluorescence images. Thus, the performance
of the pump laser as a blue MOT pumper has been studied in terms of the number of
atoms transferred to the 3D red MOT. A pre-installed camera at this location could record
absorption images.
Atoms were captured in the blue MOT. The experimental parameters up to this stage
were similar to the ones in sec. 3.5. The atoms were not confined in the vertical direction
and fell down towards the 3D red MOT by gravity. Two red optical molasses collimated
the falling atom beam. An intense red beam in the positive vertical direction decelerated
the falling atoms. Four other red beams trapped the atoms in the horizontal direction
in the bottom chamber (they are not shown in fig. 3.9). The beam parameter for the red
MOT were similar to the ones listed in the supplementaries of [3]. The atoms needed time
to pass the blue 2D MOT and reach the red MOT. The number of atoms in the red MOT
as a function of loading time has been studied. The procedure included three steps:
1. the blue 2D MOT beams and the red 3D MOT beams were turned off. This ensured

3.6. Experimental setup: the 448 nm laser as a blue strontium MOT repumper
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an empty red MOT at the beginning of each measurement series.
2. the red MOT was switched on.
3. the blue MOT was switched on for a time t between 101 ms − 30 101 ms and the
number of atoms in the red MOT were counted by absorption imaging using blue
461 light.

Figure 3.9.: Experimental setup to study the performance of the 448 nm pump laser as a blue
strontium MOT repumper.

4. Results
4.1. Spectroscopy
4.1.1. Absolute transition frequency and isotope shifts
Fig. 4.1 shows the measured spectral line of the 5s4d 1 D2 - 5s8p 1 P1 transition in 88 Sr.
Moreover, it depicts the spectral lines of the three isotopes 87 Sr, 86 Sr and 84 Sr that are
shifted with respect to the 88 Sr line due to the isotope shift. The spectral lines of the
bosonic isotopes are fitted by a Voigt profile each.

Figure 4.1.: Spectroscopy: dotted blue lines show experimental data. Red lines show Voigt fits to
these data for the bosonic isotopes. The fermionic isotope is fit by one Voigt and three Gaussian
profiles. The spectral line of the 5s4d 1 D2 - 5s8p 1 P1 transition in 88 Sr is set as a reference line.
The spectral lines of the three other isotopes are plotted with respect to this reference. The lines
from left to right correspond to the resonances of 88 Sr, 87 Sr, 86 Sr and 84 Sr.

Absolute frequency of the 448 nm transition in

88

Sr

We measured the absolute frequency of the 5s4d 1 D2 - 5s8p 1 P1 transition in 88 Sr to be
ν88 = 668 917 515(25) MHz.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (USA) provides an absolute freNIST = 668 916 207(300) MHz[20]. This deviates from the measured value by
quency ν88
1308(325) MHz.
Conclusion: we could correct the value of the absolute frequency of the 5s4d 1 D2 to
5s8p 1 P1 transition in 88 Sr to be ν88 = 668 917 515(25) MHz with a 12 times better accuracy.
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Isotope shifts

We measured the isotope shifts in the 5s4d 1 D2 - 5s8p 1 P1 transition frequency between
the four stable isotopes of strontium. These shifts have not been determined so far to the
best of our knowledge.
From theory, we expect three contributions to the total isotope shift: the normal mass
shift ∆νmass , the specific mass shift and the volume shift ∆νvol . The normal mass shift
between two isotopes Is1 with mass m1 and Is2 with mass m2 follows the equation [7,
p.106]

∆νmass = c · ∆kmass = c ·

me (m1 − m2) /au
∆k,
m1 m2
mP
au · au

where me , mP , c, au and k are the electron mass, proton mass, vacuum speed of light,
atomic unit and the wave vector, respectively. This equation applies to a theoretical atom
with an arbitrary number of nuclei and one valence electron. For two valence electrons,
as in strontium, a specific mass shift has to be taken into account. This specific mass
shift is of the same order as the normal mass shift but rather complicated to calculate [7,
p.106]. Hence, it is assumed here that it is of the same order as normal mass shift. The
The volume shift can be calculated by the simplified formula [7, p.108]

∆νvol = c · ∆kvol = c ·

2
δA rnuc
Z2
R∞ ,
A a20 (n∗ )3

with the nucleus’ radius rnuc , the Bohr radius a0 , the atomic number Z, the atomic mass
A = m/au, the Rydberg constant R∞ and the effective quantum number n∗ . The radius
of the nucleus is estimated from the liquid drop model to be rnuc = 1.2 fm · Z 1/3 .
Tab. 4.1 summarizes the measured and theoretical shifts for each isotope. Moreover, it
provides the absolute frequency of the 5s4d 1 D2 - 5s8p 1 P1 transition for each isotope and
the measured line widths. Since we fit a Voigt profile to each bosonic line, tab. 4.1 provides
the Gaussian and Lorentzian linewidth that contributes to the overall Voigt profile.
Isotope

normal mass vol. shift [MHz]

measured
shift [MHz]

88
87
86
84

2 · 48-4 = 92
2 · 96-9 = 183
2 · 197-18 = 376

98(15)
166(14)
346(16)

νres [MHz]
668 917 515(25)
668 917 613(25)
668 917 681(25)
668 917 861(25)

∆νGau [MHz]

∆νVoi [MHz]

31(2)
31(2)
32(6)

4(1)
4(1)
4(2)

Table 4.1.: Expected and measured isotope shifts, measured absolute resonance frequencies and
line widths in MHz. The factor of two for the normal mass shift is due to the assumption that the
specific mass shift has the same order of magnitude as the normal mass shift.
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The mass shift is doubled to account for its two contributions, the normal and specific
mass shift, where both have the same order of magnitude. The volume shift has the opposite sign to the mass shift. The theoretical isotope shifts do not lie in the confidence
interval of the measured shifts. However, since we do not know the specific mass shift
precisely, the theoretical values provide a good estimation.
Conclusion: we measured the isotope shifts in the 5s4d 1 D2 - 5s8p 1 P1 transition frequency between the four stable isotopes of strontium for the first time. Furthermore, we
determined the transition linewidth to be 4(1) MHz which confirms the measured value of
3.0(7) MHz in [20].

4.1.2. Hyperfine structure
The fermionic isotope 87 Sr exhibits hyperfine structure due to its nuclear spin of I = 9/2,
see tab. 1.1. Fig. 4.2 shows the spectrum of this isotope. We aim to assign the four peaks
in the spectrum to the transitions between the hyperfine levels of 5s4d 1 D2 and 5s8p 1 P1 .
The spectrum is fit by one Voigt and three Gaussian profiles. The Voigt profile fits the
highest peak that is referred to as center frequency. The absolute frequency of the center
is 668 917 613(6) MHz. The Gaussian profiles fit the three remaining peaks.

Figure 4.2.: Spectrum of the fermionic isotope

Tab. 4.2 lists the properties of the four peaks.

87

Sr. Four peaks can be distinguished.
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Peak
center peak
right peak
left peak
most left peak
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Detuning from
center [MHz]

linewidth [MHz]

rel. height [%]

0
32(2)
−31(1)
−62(2)

25(2)
26(2)
27(3)
27(6)

100
85(7)
64(4)
45(3)

Table 4.2.: Properties of the four peaks.
What is known?

The 5s4d 1 D2 state splits in five mF states: 5/2, 7/2, 9/2, 11/2, 13/2. The 5s8p 1 P1 state
splits in three mF states: 7/2, 9/2, 11/2. Nine transitions are possible. The squared
Wigner-3J symbols determine the normalized strength between each transition. Tab. 4.3
lists them. The numbers in the last column are rounded for better reading and do not add
up to 100 %. The fractions in the second column however do. The normalized strengths
can help to identify the transitions.
Transition
5/2 → 7/2
7/2 → 7/2
7/2 → 9/2
9/2 → 7/2
9/2 → 9/2
9/2 → 11/2
11/2 → 9/2
11/2 → 11/2
13/2 → 11/2

strength
16/117
49/585
16/117
22/195
9/65
16/195
16/195
121/585
2/45

approx.
10 %
8%
14 %
11 %
14 %
8%
8%
21 %
4%

Table 4.3.: The transition strengths between each of the nine possible hyperfine transitions.

The splitting between hyperfine levels of one state follows
∆νHFS =

A · K Q 3/4K(K + 1) − I(I + 1)J(J + 1)
+ ·
,
2
2
2(I(I − 1)J(2J − 1))

(4.1)

where K = F(F+1)−I(I+1)−J(J+1), see [24]. [8] measured the splitting of the hyperfine
levels of the 1 D2 state with radio frequencies. Tab. 4.4 lists the obtained values.
rf transition
5/2 → 7/2
7/2 → 9/2
9/2 → 11/2
11/2 → 13/2

Frequency [MHz]
43.7534(20)
42.3994(20)
30.6541(20)
6.2072(20)

Table 4.4.: Transition frequencies between the hyperfine levels of the 1 D2 state
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The energy of the 1 D2 levels is inverted: the 5/2 level has the highest energy. The
13/2 level has the lowest energy.
Moreover, [8] measured the optical transition from
1
1
5s4d D2 to 5s6p P1 . Their spectrum exhibits three main peaks. Each of these main
peaks shows again three smaller peaks. The nine peaks in total correspond to the nine
possible transitions of this line.
What is new?

We scanned a frequency range between −7 GHz and +3 GHz around the center peak
at 668 917 613 MHz to find potential other main peaks corresponding to transitions to
5s8p 1 P1 mF = 5/2 and mF = 9/2. However, we found no resonances in this range.
Furthermore, one would expect at maximum three peaks for a transition to each 5s8p 1 P1
mF state, e.g: 5s4d 1 D2 mF = 5/2, 7/2, 9/2 to 5s8p 1 P1 mF = 7/2. The spectrum in
fig. 4.2, however, exhibits four peaks. It is therefore (and because we did not find any
other peaks in a large frequency range) assumed that all nine possible transitions are located within the spectrum in fig. 4.2. The 5s8p state is, hence, supposed to be degenerated.
The 5s4d 1 D2 mF = 11/2 and mF = 13/2 states are only 6.2072(20) MHz apart from each
other, see tab. 4.4. This splitting cannot be resolved. It is assumed that both peaks arise
as one broadened peak. Since the upper 5s8p state is supposed to be degenerated, this
broadened peak includes in total three transitions. Thus, four peaks remain due to the
degeneracy of the upper state. They can be assigned to the four peaks in fig. 4.2.
The right peak has the highest energy and must therefore corresponds to the transition
from 5s4d 1 D2 mF = 11/2, 13/2 (which are the lowest levels in 1 D2 due to inversion) to
5s8p 1 P1 mF = 9/2, 11/2. These transitions have together a normalized amplitude of 33 %
(compare tab. 4.3). The peak is blue detuned from the center peak by 32(2) MHz, see
tab. 4.2. [8] measured a hyperfine level splitting of 30.6541(20) MHz between 5s4d 1 D2
mF = 11/2 and mF = 9/2. This lies in the error of the measured blue detuning.
The center peak corresponds to the three transition 5s4d 1 D2 mF = 9/2 to 5s8p 1 P1
mF = 7/2, 9/2, 11/2. These transitions have a summed relative strength that is similar
to the one of the right peak, see tab. 4.3. The strength of the right peak is 85(7) % of the
center peak’s strength in the fit.
The left peak at −31(1) MHz detuning corresponds to the two transitions 5s4d 1 D2
mF = 7/2 to 5s8p 1 P1 mF = 7/2, 9/2. The −31(1) MHz detuning from the center peak
stands in contrast to a 42.3994(20) MHz hyperfine splitting from [8]. It summed relative
strength is 66 % of the center peak’s strength, see tab. 4.3. This agrees with the fit that
gives a strength compared to the center peak’s strength of 64(4) %.
The fourth peak in the fit corresponds to the transition from 5s4d 1 D2 mF = 5/2 to
5s8p 1 P1 mF = 7/2. This peak has a detuning of −62(2) MHz from the center. The discrepancy between the fit and [8] is −24(2) MHz.
Conclusion: assuming that all 5s8p 1 P1 states are degenerated, we assigned the four peaks
to the transitions. The assignment reflects the relative strength between the right, center
and first left peak. The red detuning of both left peaks does not coincide with the measured
detuning in [8]. The discrepancy might arise due to an unresolvable splitting of the
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5s8p 1 P1 state. Thus, the fit shows only the mean position and mean strength of several
split peaks. The A and Q values in eq. 4.1 for the upper 5s8p 1 P1 state have not been
analysed yet, see outlook 5.4.

4.2. Pumping the Zeeman slower
One of the goals of this thesis is to establish a new pump scheme for the Zeeman slower.
Fig. 4.3 shows the pump effect in the blue 2D MOT and in the Zeeman slower for the
isotope 88 Sr analysed by recording the blue 2D MOT fluorescence. In sec. 4.3, we will
analyse the pump effect by recording the red MOT atom number.

Figure 4.3.: Resonances of the blue 2D MOT (right peak) and the Zeeman slower (small left
peak) measured by fluorescence of the 2D blue MOT.

The pump effect on the Zeeman slower is small as expected from theory, see sec. 2.3.4. We
want to study the measured effect in detail to understand what we measure.
The cooling light drives the σ + transition in the first and the σ − transition in the second
coil. The pump light drives the σ − transition in the first and the σ + transition in the
second coil, see sec. 3.5 for explanation. The fluorescence signal of the small, left peak
resembles the simulated profile for σ + -light, compare fig. 2.6, left panel. The simulation
th = −426 MHz red detuning from the 88 Sr MOT
predicts a Zeeman slower resonance at δZS
resonance. The experimental data exhibits a resonance at δZS = −333(9) MHz. The difference between the simulation and the experiment is ∆δ = 93(9) MHz. The predicted
th = 30 MHz and ∆ν
linewidth is close to the observed ∆νZS
ZS = 40(8) MHz, respectively.
Do we measure a pump effect in the Zeeman slower?
The Zeeman slower cooling light is red detuned by δcool = −424 MHz. The cooling
light just compensates the Doppler shift in the spin flip region where no Zeeman shift
is present. Hence, the velocity of the atoms in the spin flip region can be calculated
by v = D · λ461 = 195 ms−1 . The pump laser has a Doppler shift for these atoms of
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Dpump = −436 MHz. Thus, the simulation provides a reasonable optimum within the
linewidth of the cooling light. However, the observed resonance occurs at less red detuning. Thus, we should pump atoms via the σ + transition in the second coil of the Zeeman
slower.
Doubts: we figured out that the simulation does not include the finite decay time from
5s5p to 1 D2 . Atoms in 5s5p need in average 232 µs or 93 µs (depending on the assumed
decay probabilities of 1/50000 in [9] or 1/20000 in[6]) to fall into 1 D2 1 . They cannot
be pumped by the 448 nm laser before. Hence, the atoms fly for 232 µs or 93 µs undecelerated. This yields a Doppler shift difference of 121 MHz or 47 MHz compared to
atoms decelerated in our Zeeman slower during this time. In both cases, the atoms
are therefore out of resonance with the cooling light (assuming a resonance condition
of Γcool /2 = 2π × 15 MHz) before they are pumped back into the ground state. Hence, the
simulation is not able to predict the correct pump frequency. But more importantly: if we
take this fact into account, pumping should have no effect except in the spin-flip region,
see sec. 1.3. This region starts at z = 0.8 m and is 0.1 m long. Atoms travel the distance
d(z) = t · v(z) within t = 232 µs (assuming p=1/50000) if they are not decelerated. This
yields d(z = 0.8 m) = 0.08 m. Hence, atoms can decay to 1 D2 within the spin flip region.
The Zeeman shift does not change during that time. An atom that ”starts” to fall in 1 D2
at the beginning of the spin flip region, reaches 1 D2 still in this region and can be pumped
back into the ground state. Since the Zeeman shift is still zero, the atom can be further
cooled as soon as it enters the region of the second coil.
We conclude: pumping could only have an effect around the spin flip region. The detuning of the pump laser however is then Dpump = −436 MHz. But the signal clearly arises
at δZS = −333(9) MHz.
A scenario: the pump laser pumps atoms in the spin flip region if it is detuned by
Dpump = −436 MHz. The fluorescence signal arises at δZS = −333(9) MHz. The discrepancy is 103(9) MHz. Where does the discrepancy come from? Consider an atom after the
spin flip region whose Doppler shift is reduced by 50 MHz from its Doppler shift in the
spin-flip region. Then, the atom has a shift difference of 100 MHz because the Zeeman
shift compensates the Doppler shift for the σ + transition. Now, as discussed in the last
paragraph, an atom decelerated by 50 MHz ≈ 47 MHz from the spin flip region could be
an atom that falls into 1 D2 at the very end of the spin flip region with probability 1/20000
and just reaches the ground state. This atom should not be further decelerated because
it is already out of resonance with the cooling light. The fluorescence signal might then
arise from undecelerated, pumped-to-ground state atoms that pass the MOT. This is why
they are not measured in the 3D red MOT, as we will see in sec. 4.3.
Conclusion: we (at least I) do not know exactly yet why the signal at −333(9) MHz arises.
The goal of increasing the efficiency of the Zeeman slower could not be achieved yet.
Sec. 5.2 gives an approach how a successful Zeeman slower pump could be realised.
1

These lifetimes are calculated using decay rates from [27]
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4.3. The 448 nm laser as a blue strontium MOT repumper
Fig. 4.4 shows the atom number in the red 3D MOT as a function of the red MOT loading
time for three cases:
1. The pump laser is blocked.
2. The pump laser is tuned to the MOT resonance frequency of the isotope 88 Sr. Hence,
it pumps 88 Sr atoms in the 2D blue MOT out of the 5s4d 1 D2 state back into the
ground state. These atoms can then be transferred to the red 3D MOT.
3. The pump laser is tuned to the Zeeman slower resonance frequency of the isotope
88 Sr. It thus pumps 88 Sr atoms in the Zeeman slower back into the ground state.

Figure 4.4.: Number of atoms in the 3D red MOT for the three cases: (Blue) The pump laser
is blocked. (Yellow) The pump laser is tuned to the Zeeman slower resonance. (Red) The pump
laser is tuned to the blue MOT resonance.

The MOT is modeled by the rate equation dN/dt = F − γN . Here, N is the number of
atoms in the MOT, F is the incoming flux of atoms in the MOT and γ is the decay rate.
The number of atoms that leave the MOT per time is proportional to N and is determined
by the decay rate γ. Hence, the number of atoms in the MOT follows the relation

N (t) =

F
· (1 − e−γt ).
γ

The model is fitted to each experimental data set. Tab. 4.5 lists the obtained parameters
for the three cases.
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pump laser
blocked
@ MOT resonance
@ Zeeman slower res.

γ × 107 [s−1 ]

F × 107 [s−1 ]

atoms in red MOT
after 30 s × 107

0.16(2)
0.16(1)
0.17(1)

0.31(3)
0.46(1)
0.30(1)

1.90(11)
2.86(10)
1.80(9)

Table 4.5.: Fit parameters γ and F and number of atoms in the 3D red MOT after 30 s for the
three cases listed above.

The atom number in the red 3D MOT after 30 s reaches more than 99 % of its final value
(t → ∞) for all three cases. The atom number does not increase if the pump laser is tuned
to the Zeeman slower resonance with respect to the case of a blocked pump laser. Thus,
the atoms that caused the small signal in the 2D blue MOT (Zeeman slower resonance)
can not be transferred into the red MOT.
Conclusion: the 448 nm pump laser increases the atom number in the red MOT by 51(6) %.
In contrast, the red repumpers at 679 nm and 707 nm increase the atom number by only
30 % although the red pump scheme is perfect. The bigger repumping effect of the 448 nm
pump laser is most likely due to the fast dynamics in the blue 2D MOT: atoms are leaving
the blue 2D MOT region rapidly if they are not repumped fast. The 448 nm pump scheme
fulfills this requirement. The 448 nm pump laser is now incorporated in the atom laser
machine and replaces the two red pumpers.

5. Outlook
5.1. Preliminary result: Measurement of the decay probability from 5s4d 1 D2
to 5s8p 1 P1
My advisor Dr. Benjamin Pasquiou relates the discrepancy between simulation and experimental data to the decay probability of the 1 D2 state. The maximum pumping effect
th = −426 MHz red detuning from the MOT resonance. The experimenoccurs at δZS
tal data shows a maximum in fluorescence at δZS = −333(9) MHz. The discrepancy is
∆δ = 93(9) MHz. The simulation does not include a finite decay time to 1 D2 . A decay
time of 180(14) µs yields a shift difference of νSD = 93(9) MHz (compare eq. 2.1). The
decay rate is then 5556(430) s−1 and hence the decay probability p = 0.000026(3). This
corresponds to 1/43000 < p < 1/35000. This approach relies on our theoretical model.
An complementary measurement will be performed in a three dimensional blue MOT, e.g.
on the RbSr-molecule experiment [24].

5.2. A new Zeeman slower design
It is favourable to drive the σ − transition for higher pump efficiencies due to the Wigner3J-symbols, see 2.6. In the present design of the Zeeman slower, however, the Zeeman
shift enhances the Doppler shift for the σ − transition. The shift difference varies strongly
along the Zeeman slower axis, see fig. 2.4. This reduces the pump efficiency dramatically.
In contrast, the shift difference stays nearly constant for the σ + transition. It would be
desirable to combine both advantages: driving the σ − transition over a low varying shift
difference. This is possible if the pump light copropagates with the atom beam. The shift
difference for this case is shown in fig. 5.1 (left panel). Fig. 5.1 (right panel) shows a new
design of a Zeeman slower to realize this scenario.
The length of the new designed Zeeman slower has to be adapted so that the slope of the
magnetic field is small enough for pumping, see the discussion in sec. 4.2.

5.3. Quantum gas microscope
The pump laser could improve the detection of single atom in the Amsterdam quantum
gas microscope experiment. This experiment aims to detect single atoms in a tweezer
(see [13], [6] for a similar experiment). It is therefore necessary to precisely determine
the atom number in the tweezer. The atom number is determined via absorption imaging
using blue 461 nm light. The problem is that atoms in the 1 D2 state are not trapped in
the 515-nm wavelength tweezer trap used in those experiments and are expelled from the
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Figure 5.1.: (Left) Shift difference for copropagating pump and atom beam. (Right) A new
Zeeman slower design.

trap. The 448 nm laser that pumps atoms efficiently out of the 1 D2 state, as demonstrated
in sec. 4.3, could be used to pump atoms from 1 D2 back into the ground state. Thus, these
atoms could then be trapped in the tweezer.

5.4. A and Q values for the hyperfine structure
The hyperfine structure of the fermionic isotope 87 Sr was analysed in this thesis. This
included the assignment of the visible peaks in the spectrum to the possible hyperfine
transitions between the 5s4d 1 D2 and 5s8p 1 P1 state. The A and Q values in eq. 4.1 for
the upper 5s8p 1 P1 state are unknown. The recorded spectrum can be further analysed to
provide upper limits of the A and Q values for the 5s8p 1 P1 state.

5.5. High atom fluxes through the Zeeman slower
An advantage of the space-time transformation in sec. 2.3.2 is that one can simulate the
intensity profile of the cooling beam as a function of the position z. High atom fluxes, as
it is the case for 88 Sr, lead to a high absorption of the cooling beam. [3] measured a flux
for 88 Sr of Φatom = 2.66 × 109 s−1 . The intensity profile of the cooling light for this flux is
shown in fig. 5.2 left panel. Pumping is absent at this point.
On the one hand, it becomes obvious from fig. 5.2 left panel, that a higher intensity of the
cooling beam is necessary to achieve higher fluxes of decelerated atoms. This solution is
known and the simulation only provides a mathematical foundation.
On the other hand, one should keep in mind sec. 2.1. All atoms with initial speed higher
than the marginal speed vmar = 435 ms−1 fall with probability p = 1 into the 1 D2
state. The marginal speed corresponds to a distance z where atoms with initial speed
vmar = 435 ms−1 are decelerated for the first time. This distance can be read from fig. 5.1
right panel.
It yields: atoms with initial speed vmar = 435 ms−1 are decelerated at
z ≈ 0.7 m for the first time. The intensity profile of the cooling light (fig. 5.2, left panel)
reaches zero around this distance. The intensity profile would reach zero at smaller z’s
for higher intensities of the cooling light. Thus, atoms with higher initial speed would
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Figure 5.2.: (Left) Cooling intensity for an atom flux of Φatom = 6.1 × 1010 s−1 . (Right) Velocity
profile in the Zeeman slower.

be decelerated. However, these atoms fall into 1 D2 with probability p = 1 and do not
contribute to the decelerated atom flux.
Conclusion: the flux of decelerated atoms does not increase as much as expected for higher
intensities of the cooling beam without taking optical pumping into account. It requires
both: a higher cooling intensity and 448-nm pumping to increase the slowed atom flux
efficiently.
High fluxes of 88 Sr are less important for the atom laser experiment due to its unfavourable
scattering properties. However, it might be interesting e.g. for sympathetically cooling
Rb atoms with 88 Sr in the RbSr-molecules experiment [16].
This idea will be tested soon.
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Term diagram for the isotope 88 Sr. The energy of each state relative to the 5s5s 1 S0 ground
state is given in [cm−1 ]. For each transition the wavelength λ in nanometer, the lifetime
τ in nanoseconds and the decay probability p in percent is provided. One color is used
to mark all transitions from one upper level. Forbidden decay channels between singlets
and triplets (if they exist) for higher energy levels were neglected due to their small decay
rate. Some of them are provided in [17]. The structure bases on the reduced term diagram
from [17]. The transition data are taken from [27].

B. Losses in the pump scheme
Quantity
Fall back to 1 D2 after pumping
Fall to 5s5s 1 S0 after pumping
Losses per round
Neglected per round

Percentage [%]
48.42
50.70
0.0062
0.87

C. Master laser components
component
housing
grating mount
grating
diode
collimation tube
collimation lens in tube
external cavity mirror
optical isolator
waveplate
2x alignment mirrors
convex lens (telescope)
concave lens (telescope)
collimation lens
PM fibre
Peltier element
thermistor NTC
piezo electric actuator
adjustment screws
current controller
temperature controller
piezo controller
Wheatstone bridge

series number
homemade
homemade
GH13-24V
Sharp GH04580A2G
LT230P-B
C610TME-A
ME05S-P01
ISO-04-461 MP
Zero order λ/2 @ 461 nm
BB1-E02
LJ1212L1-A
LK1085L1-A
60FC-4-A7.5-01
P3-405BPM-FC-2
ET-063-10-13
B57863S103F40 (Epcos)
PK4FQP1
P25SB100V
homemade
homemade
homemade
homemade
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D. Equation system
d
ρ5s5s (z) = −Wcool ρ5s5s (z) + Γcool (z)ρ5s5p (z) + WF ill (z)
dz
1
+ Γindirect (z) [ρ5s8pM J−1 (z) + ρ5s8pM J0 (z) + ρ5s8pM J+1 (z)]
3
1
+ Γ5s8p5s5s (z) [ρ5s8pM J−1 (z) + ρ5s8pM J0 (z) + ρ5s8pM J+1 (z)]
3
d
ρ5s5p (z) = −Γcool (z)ρ5s5p (z) − Γ5s5p5s4d (z)ρ5s5p (z) + Wcool ρ5s5s (z)
dz
d
3
1
3
ρ5s4dM J2 (z) = Γ5s5p5s4dZ (z)ρ5s5p (z) + Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J1 (z) − Wpump ρ5s4dM J2 (z)
dz
5
5
5


− If ρ05s4dM 2 (z − 0.006) > 0, ρ05s4dM 2 (z − 0.006), 0
d
3
1
1
ρ5s4dM J1 (z) =
Γ5s5p5s4d (z)ρ5s5p (z) +
Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J1 (z) +
Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J0 (z)
dz
10
10
10


3
−
Wpump ρ5s4dM J1 (z) − If ρ05s4dM 1 (z − 0.006) > 0, ρ05s4dM 1 (z − 0.006), 0
10
d
1
1
2
ρ5s4dM J0 (z) =
Γ5s5p5s4d (z)ρ5s5p (z) +
Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J−1 (z) +
Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J0 (z)
dz
10
30
15
1
1
+
Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J1 (z) −
Wpump ρ5s4dM J0 (z)
30
10

0
0
− If ρ5s4dM 0 (z − 0.006) > 0, ρ5s4dM 0 (z − 0.006), 0
d
1
1
ρ5s4dM J−1 (z) =
Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J0 (z) +
Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J−1 (z)
dz
10
10
d
1
ρ5s4dM J−2 (z) = Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J−1 (z)
dz
5
d
1
1
ρ5s8pM J−1 (z) =
Wpump ρ5s4dM J0 (z) − Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J−1 (z)
dz
10
3
1
1
− Γindirect (z)ρ5s8pM J−1 (z) − Γ5s8p5s5s (z)ρ5s8pM J−1 (z)
3
3
d
3
1
ρ5s8pM J0 (z) =
Wpump ρ5s4dM J1 (z) − Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J0 (z)
dz
10
3
1
1
− Γindirect (z)ρ5s8pM J0 (z) − Γ5s8p5s5s (z)ρ5s8pM J0 (z)
3
3
d
3
1
ρ5s8pM J+1 (z) = Wpump ρ5s4dM J2 (z) − Γpump (z)ρ5s8pM J+1 (z)
dz
5
3
1
1
− Γindirect (z)ρ5s8pM J+1 (z) − Γ5s8p5s5s (z)ρ5s8pM J+1 (z)
3
3


d
ρLost (z) = If ρ05s4dM 0 (z − 0.006) > 0, ρ05s4dM 0 (z − 0.006), 0
dz


+ If ρ05s4dM 1 (z − 0.006) > 0, ρ05s4dM 1 (z − 0.006), 0


+ If ρ05s4dM 2 (z − 0.006) > 0, ρ05s4dM 2 (z − 0.006), 0
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E. Electric circuits
The electronic circuits where designed at the University of Innsbruck and the Institute of
Quantum Optics and Quantum Information of the Austrian Academy of Science, also in
Innsbruck. For copyright reasons they cannot be shown here.

E.1. Current controller circuit
The current controller provides a stable current source for the laser diode. The output
current at P 10 is linear dependent on the voltage drop at R10. P 11 is used for externally
regulating the current. The lock box sends a correction voltage proportional to the error
signal to P 11. A change in the correction voltage changes the current from the driver
through the Schottky diodes D3, D4 and, hence, the current through the laser diode (in
parallel to the P 11-branch). A maximum current provides to P 10 can be set by R24 and
R25. Both resistances have been exchanged to reach the low upper limit of 42 mA for the
master laser.

E.2. Temperature controller circuit
The temperature controller regulates the current that runs through the Peltier element
of the master laser to cool down or heat up the copper block. The current is regulated
as follows: The Wheatstone bridge compares the resistance of the NTC thermistor in the
copper block and a tunable resistance (to set the temperature) on the Wheatstone bridge
P 6. It produces a sign-depending voltage error signal for a difference in both resistances.
The temperature controller receives and integrates this error. The capacitance CI N T has
to be adapted to prevent too fast integration that leads to temperature oscillations in
the copper block. The integrated voltage drives the current through the Peltier element.
Depending on the sign of the voltage and, hence, the current, the Peltier element heats up
or cools down the copper block until the difference in both resistances reached zero. Note
that the resistance of the NTC thermistor changes when the temperature of the copper
block changes.

E.3. Wheatstone bridge circuit
The Wheatstone bridge forms the interface between the temperature controller and the
current driver on the one hand and the master laser on the other hand. It provides buildin diodes D1-D7 to protect the laser diode against inverse or to high voltages from the
current driver. Since each laser diode operates on a different voltage, the Wheatstone
bridge is adapted to the operating voltage of the Sharp diode (Vop = 6 V). A Zener diode
in reverse direction (R = 5.1 Ohm) and a common N4001 diode (R = 0.6 Ohm) are finally
used for this purpose. This provides a sharp profile at a critical voltage of Vcrit = 5.7 V.
Below this critical voltage, the total voltage drops across the laser diode, above it partially
drops across the Zener and common diode.
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E.4. Locking unit

F. Laser lock components

component
cavity
polarizing maintaining (PM) fibre
collimator
electro-optical modulator (EOM)
4x mirrors
waveplate
polarizing beam splitter (PBS)
photodiode (PD)
DC Block
amplifier for PD signal
mixer
coupler
Direct Digitial Synthesizer (DDS)
RF amplifier
LC-circuit (LC)
locking Unit
lens
lens
camera

series number
homemade
P3-405BPM-FC-2
60FC-4-A3.1-01
homemade
BB1-E02
λ/2 plate @460.7 nm
PBS 461 nm
homemade
Mini-Circuit BLK-222+ 50 Ω
Mini-Circuit ZFL-500HLN+
Mini-Circuit ZP-3-S+
Mini-Circuit ZDC-10-1+
homemade
homemade
homemade
homemade
CX f=125 mm @450-780
LA1461-A f=250 mm

Table 6.1.: Components for the laser locking scheme implemented in this work.

G. 461/497 nm generation

Setup for generating the 461 nm light for calibrating the wavemeter.

H. Low pass filter LPF1 and LPF2
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Setup for generating the 497 nm light for calibrating the wavemeter.

H. Low pass filter LPF1 and LPF2

Low pass filter LPF1 to filter out higher harmonics produced by the RF amplifier. The
design follows [21]. A 5th -order filter is necessary to obtain a sufficient sharp falloff, i.e.
−3 dB at 9 MHz and −25 dB at 16 MHz. Appropriate inductors with 1.66 µH were not
available. Two parallel inductors with Ltot = 1.5 µH have been used instead to approximate the required inductivity: (Left) Schematics. (Right) Bandwidth measured with a
spectrum analyser.

Low pass filter of 7th -order LPF2. The design follows [21]. (Left) Schematics. (Right)
Bandwidth measured with a spectrum analyser. The filter is built to filter out higher
harmonics in the signal of the photodiode before the mixer.
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